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MP001G / DMP181
Cordless Inflator

Air Discharge Amount
(at High speed mode)

24 L/min
[ 200kPa ]

MP001G

22 L/min
[ 200kPa ]

DMP181

MP001G DMP181

High pressure inflation 
upto 1,100 kPa.
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Max air pressure

1,110 kPa
(161PSI) 
[11.1 bar]

Air discharge amount

24 L/min
[ 200kPa ]

MP001G

22 L/min
[ 200kPa ]

DMP181

Ideal for inflating tires of trucks and large vehicles etc.

Air release function
In case of over-in�ation, or if user wants to reduce the air pressure of 
road bike tires according to road conditions, press and hold the air 
release button to release air.

3 In�ation modes
• Easier to read, larger display
• Both current and target pressure values can be simultaneously displayed.
• Overheat warning lamp blinks, and the machine automatically turns o�.

Digital pressure gauge with backlight

35 to 110 kPa
(5 to 16 PSI)

35 to 1,100 kPa
(5 to 160 PSI)

To inflate objects 
in high speed

To inflate objects 
in low speed
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eXtreme Protection 
Technology

Inflating from partially full to full

Objects Conditions

Work speed

Model (Battery) MP001G (BL4040) DMP181 (BL1860B) MP001G (BL4040) DMP181 (BL1860B) MP001G (BL4040) DMP181 (BL1860B)

Work amount
on a full battery charge

Regular car tire
size: 215/60R16, 150→250kPa, High speed mode

Light truck tire
size: 205/70R16, 500→600kPa, High speed mode

Medium truck tire
size: 225/80R17.5, 700→800kPa, High speed mode

50 times 35 times 22 times 18 times 13 times 9 times

3.7 min3 min1.9 min1.8 min1.3 min1.1 min

Ideal for inflating tires of trucks and large vehicles etc.

for easy operation at dark 
places.

The hose can be attached to 
the hose holder of the tool.

LED job light Storing hose Adapter holder Backlight 
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